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1. Introduction 
In a paper to appear [11, M. Jutila has proved the following theorem. We state his 
theorem in a slightly different form. 
Leta, =an(X),X>2,X<n<2Xb e complex numbers ubject o the condition 
that for every positive integer N, 
C 
X062X 
I a,, I IV < X(log X)h(N) 
where h(N) is an integer depending only on N. Let 0 be a small positive constant and 
k a large positive integer constant such that 8k -$ is a small positive constant. Put 
X= Te (T>2) and fx(s) = c --s 
XGnG2X 
an n l 
Then we state Jutila’s theorem as follows: 
Theorem 1. Let 0 G Q. < 1 and R (cu, T) the rectangle Re s > ~1, 1 Im SIG T. T4en as p 
runs through the complex zeros of c(s) (the Riemann zeta function), 
c 
PER (0) 
jfx(p)Jk < T(2+‘)(1-“) 
where the implied constant is independent of T and Q. Here E is small provided that 
0, 1 lk and 0 k - $ are sufficiently small. 
From this fundamental theorem he deduced the followin Corollary. Let 
maxXGnG2X la,(X)1 <X6 for every S > 0. Also put 2 = T 9 (l+‘l) and U = T1’4E1 
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(El > 0 is any small constant). Let 
-j$$?(fx(s))k = ij b,n-S . 
31= 1 
Then we have 
Theorem 2. If 8, ! lk and 6k - i are sufficiently small then 
We could also get a similar formula when b,, are replaced by the coefficients of 
S(s) (~X(S))~ where S(s) = xP (log p) p-C The right hand side in the above theorem 
still remains the same, 
2. Some remarks 
With some changes in the method outlined in [3] one can work out the following 
Theorem 3. Let 2, = T1+Q and U = T 2E 2 
provided 8, I /k and 0k - f 
where 9 > 0 is any small constant. Then, 
are sufficiently small positive constants, 
- U(f’(l))k)2 dZ < U2 exp (-(log T)“’ ) 
where clt are defined by 6(sj ( fX(s))k = xiz1 c,, II+. 
These theorems are also valid, with obvious modifications,_even if (fx(s))k is re- 
placed by a product of the type f$)(s)...f$k)(s), where f$)(s) is a function similar 
to f*(s) (but the coeff!cients crz may be different for different functions). In par- 
ticular we may take f?)(s) =E c ~$rs where (j) indicates the sum over primes p 
(X bp G X) in a certain residue class modulo say k*, and coprime to k. We take 
the residue classes different for different functions fl)(s). From this, following the 
method of Montgomery and \Jaughan (see the proof of Theorem 2 in [2]) we may 
obtain 
Theorem 4. * Let p run through primes and J run through the numbers y (as T varies 
and i 2, < q < 4Z1) in S(s) II.. fl”(S) = c ‘g4 qWs where only the terms with gq # 0 
are retained. Then if the distinct numbers v of the form p + J are arranged in the in- 
creasing order sa)r vi < v2 < v3 . . . 
* fl~rn~rs J are called Jutila numbers. Note that the set of Jutila numbers <are contained in 
yet of all natural numbers n which have a prime factor > Hi”- ‘5. 
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vn+l - v, < $3. 
Here e3 > 0 is any small constant provided 0, k-l, 0k - 5 are sufficiently small 
positive constants. 
One can also prove 
Theorem 5. [fa is any positive number then for any small positive constant c4 
(provided 8, k-l and Ok - 4 are sufficiently small positive constants) the inequality 
la _ $, <p-(‘-‘4) 
has infinitely many solutions in pairs (p, J). 
As for the proof of Theorem 3, we have to use S(s) = c& p(Z) (- {‘(rs)/c(Is)) for 
s > 1. On the line s = 1 + q (Q > 0 a small constant) we break off the series at 1= 
[(log 7’)* ] with a small error after writing down the Perron formula for 
1 
2ni s 
19(s) G~X(S))~ (’ + 7 - ” ds . 
RKIT+r) 
The term I = 1 is treated by using Theorem I above. The other terms are treated by 
using the Rodosskij-Davenport Lemma (see Lemma 1 of [ 1 I), the rest of the proof 
can be completed without much difficulty. 
Finally we will indicate briefly the proof of Theorem 5. From Theorem 3, we 
have 
provided the pairs p,, pT+l run over all consecutive pairs satisfying 2, < cup, and 
a~?+~ G 22,, and L = U2 exp (-(log T)*. Replacing each of the terms of the sum 
c, by the minimum term, we get 
and for the same y, we have also 
(2) aPy+1 - ap, @ log 2, . 
In (1) the sum zZG,IGZ+U Cn cannot be zero for all Z in ap, G 2 < arpy+l since 
it would contradict (1). Hence there exists a Jutila number J satisfying 
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ap+Kap,,l +u, 
when 7 satisfies (2). Thus 
0~J-ap/akp7+~ -ap,+u~u+logz~. 
This proves Theorem 5. 
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